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1. Introduction

o The outliers are more frequent and lay farther from the median values when using

o The major consideration in the hydrological time series forecasting literature is to

o Furthermore, the following figures present the medians of the absolute errors

specific forecasting methods (e.g. NN_3).

Koutsoyiannis 2010; Montanari and Koutsoyiannis 2012) and strongly connected with
the construction of confidence intervals.

o Simulation experiments can constitute a highly promising approach to uncertainty
quantification (Montanari 2007), since this quantification can be achieved through the
estimation of the variance of the forecast errors.

Median absolute error

o Quantification of the forecast uncertainty is also essential (Krzysztofowicz 2001;

computed at each step of the forecast horizon:
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Median absolute error

present point forecasts as accurate as possible, probably because of their practical
value (Krzysztofowicz 2001).
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o We conduct 6 large-scale simulation experiments.
o Within each of these experiments we simulate 2 000 time series according to the
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2. Methodology
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emphasis on monthly streamflow processes.
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o Herein, we examine the error evolution in multi-step ahead forecasting with an
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on how they may occur (Lange 2005). This understanding can facilitate their proper
modelling, which is currently an open challenge.

0

o The latter cannot be avoided; therefore, it is important to increase the understanding
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following table:
Simulated process

SE_1a

Time series length
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ARFIMA(0,0.30,0)

SE_1b
SE_2a
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SE_3a

o Some forecasting methods are more useful than others.
o Finally, we present 12 of the heatmaps produced within the comparative case study.
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depending on the forecasting method.
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o The results vary from the one simulation experiment to the other to an extent
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Forecasting method

Simulation experiment

o We additionally conduct a comparative case study using 92 time series of monthly
streamflow. These time series originate from catchments in Australia and are extracted
form a larger dataset (Peel et al. 2000).

o To describe the long-term persistence of the deseasonalized real-world time series we

Forecasting method

estimate their Hurst parameter H using the mleHK algorithm of the HKprocess R
package (Tyralis 2016), which implements the maximum likelihood method (Tyralis
and Koutsoyiannis 2011).

o The H estimates range between 0.56 and 0.99 with a mean value of 0.78.
o We compare 16 forecasting methods (Naïve, RW, auto_ARFIMA, BATS, ETS_s, SES,
Theta, NN_1, NN_2, NN_3, RF_1, RF_2, RF_3, SVM_1, SVM_2, SVM_3).
Hyndman et al. 2017), rminer (Cortez 2010, 2016), nnet (Venables and Ripley 2002),
randomForest (Liaw and Wiener 2002) and kernlab (Karatzoglou et al. 2004) R
packages , as well as several built in R algorithms (R Core Team 2017).
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o Before applying the forecasting methods, we split each time series into a fitting and a
testing set. The latter is the last 50 values for the simulation experiments and the last
12 values for the comparative case study.

Forecasting method

o For their implementation we use the forecast (Hyndman and Khandakar 2008,

o We fit the models to the fitting set and make predictions corresponding to the testing
set using the recursive multi-step ahead forecasting method. Next, we calculate the
errors and the absolute errors at each time step of the forecast horizon.

o Within the simulation experiments we carry out a statistical analysis on the formed
data sets and we present the results accordingly.

o For the real-world time series, the fitting set is used after deseasonalization, which is
performed using a multiplicative model of time series decomposition, while the
seasonality is subsequently added to the forecasted time series.

o We present the results of the comparative case study in a qualitative form to facilitate
the detection of systematic patterns.
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The darker the colour the smallest the absolute forecast error.

o The relative magnitude of the errors seems to strongly depend on the individual case
examined and can be either small or large, regardless the forecasting method used and
the time step of our interest.

4. Contribution
o Our findings indicate that the error evolution can differ to a great extent from the one
forecasting method to the other.

3. Results

o This specific information can be used to decide on a forecasting method, since some

o We subsequently present the side-by-side boxplots of the errors computed for the
Naïve, RW, ETS_s and NN_3 forecasting methods within SE_1a.

o Nevertheless, the errors computed at each time step of a forecast horizon within a
specific case study strongly depend on the case examined.

RW

Naïve

methods are more useful than others.

o This fact is illustrated with a comparative case study.
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o The error evolution can differ to a great extent from the one forecasting method to the
other. However, all the error boxplots tend to be approximately symmetric around zero.

o At the first few time steps ahead we observe an apparent increase of the median and
iqr values. This increase is followed by a stabilization of the error distributions for
most of the forecasting methods (e.g. Naïve and NN_3).

o On the contrary, when using the RW and ETS_s forecasting methods the errors seem to
keep increasing until the last time step of the forecast horizon.
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